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ChapterChapter 3. Beckett, Derrida and the Ordinary

Withh her Wittgenstein's Ladder: Poetic Language and the Strangeness of the
Ordinary,Ordinary, literary critic Marjorie Perloff pleads for an analytic approach to literature,
tryingg to counteract what she sees as the overwhelmingly "continental" reception of
Beckett'ss work. (It should be mentioned here that Derrida never accepted the
designationn "continental philosopher." Moreover, in his "Afterword" to Limited Inc,
Derridaa insists that it is rather his opponent Searle who has "inherited numerous
gesturess and a logic (...) from a certain Continental tradition (...) I try to
deconstruct."2255 Derrida describes himself as "paradoxically, more foreign to that
tradition."" If I resort to this term from time to time it is for the sake of convenience,
especiallyy when discussing the repercussions of the so called continental-analytic
debate,, for example in Perloff's book.) This book has been received as a turn away
fromm so-called "theory," the word that for Perloff is almost synonymous with Derrida,
towardss the "anti-theory" that she associates with a Wittgensteinian mode of
investigation.. The main claim of the book is that Wittgenstein anticipates current
trendss in literary practice and that hence reading certain literary works through and
withh Wittgenstein might be productive. Perloff, known as a "militant critic," makes no
secrett of her conviction that Wittgenstein has more to offer than Derrida on the
problemm of literary language. It is not my intention here to simply contest this claim.
Theree is no doubt that Wittgenstein provides us with remarkable insights in almost
anyy domain. However, 1 find Perloff's exposition somewhat question-begging, not
leastt on the question of whether the analytic approach to literature is really very
differentt from the "continental" one.

Especially since more and more critics are

comingg to recognize that there are

veryy strong affinities between deconstructive thought and the thought of
laterr Wittgenstein (...) Belatedly, analytic philosophers are coming to
realizee that deconstruction has common ground with "analytic"
philosophyy both in presuppositions and in strategies.226

Derrida,, Limited Inc, 130-131.
Samuell C. Ill Wheeler, "Wittgenstein as Conservative Deconstructor," New Literary History 19, ii (1988): 239-
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Forr example, it has been demonstrated that Quine's polemic with the distinction
betweenn analytic and synthetic can be read as an example of deconstruction,
comparablee to Derrida's deconstruction of the distinction between expression and
significationn in Husserl.227
Inn spite of the apparent obscurity of its formulation, Derrida's argument seems
nott very different from the conception of the world in terms of ordinary language
philosophyy

(the

universe

of

language-games

and family

resemblances).228

Formulationss where he evokes the "mystical" and the "taste for the secret" might
suggestt otherwise. But provided that we adopt a broad understanding of
Wittgenstein'ss heritage, certain congeniality between two philosophers is surely not
outt of the question. To allow for such a reading we only need to think of that heritage
inn a way that exceeds thinking about grammar and criteria as provided by a
frameworkk of rules. The main difference is then that whereas Wittgenstein's
vocabularyy has freed itself from the discouragingly huge legacy of philosophical and
literaryy canon, Derrida's vocabulary embraces this legacy. More than merely playing
withh the unnecessary excess of metaphysical tradition, Derrida's approach reflects
thee observation that the sedimentations of our culture are, through our language,
alwayss implicitly presupposed in our thought and that using everyday language
meaningfullyy means obeying the same principles as those that gave rise to western
metaphysicall thinking, (whereas both can be seen as sheltering a certain urge
towardss essentialism it does not entail that they have to give in to it); that therefore
thee distinction between the ordinary and the metaphysical would perhaps be less
soundd and rigid than it seems to be. The language in which the metaphysical
treatisess of the past were composed was after all not different from everyday
language.. Stanley Cavell observed that Wittgenstein sees metaphysics as a
consequencee of ordinary language whereas Derrida sees ordinary language as an
effectt of general writing. If this diagnose is correct, we would, rather than with a
stablee dual opposition between ordinary and metaphysical, have to do with a
continuouss process in which the general writing sediments into the ordinary from

258,, 239.
Samuel C. Ill Wheeler, Deconstruction as Analytic Philosophy {Stanford, California: Stanford University Press,
2000),, 37-44.
2288
Such a conjecture would require further exploration, though, that does not fall in the scope of the present
study. .
2277
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whichh in turn the human beings are tempted to distill the metaphysical. Such a
readingg would explain why Cavell finds "Derrida [to be] every bit as opposed (...) to
thee metaphysical voice as Austin and Wittgenstein are."229 It is perhaps possible to
readd Derrida's notions of iterability and singular event as an attempt to formalize
mostt generally how a language-game functions and how it can occur that such a
gamee is now and then modified (although again this does not fall in the scope of the
presentt research).
Onee chapter of Perloff's book is devoted to Beckett's novel Watt. This witty
andd intelligent book about a tramp on the move, on his way to the house of the
mysteriouss Mr. Knott, becoming an employee of Mr. Knott, trying to get to know him,
movingg up the social ladder, finally turned out of the house - and ending up again as
aa tramp on the road, is, despite Perloff's statements to the contrary, a quest novel
withh the object of the quest seemingly as important as it is undetermined. The novel
cann be read as a staging of the pursuit of truth, self, God, beauty, the good,
nothingness,, meaning, and so on. The requisites are there to be corroborated by any
off these interpretations and at the same time for none of them in particular. At the
samee time, more even than the "Wittgensteinian" austerity of style, the applicability of
Wittgenstein'ss saying that perhaps the door is "unlocked" only we are pushing
insteadd of pulling it,230 to the mental exercises we perform in trying to make sense of
Watt,Watt, makes of this reading more than an exercise in the interpretation of symbols.
WattWatt is a novel about the crisis of language. One cannot fail to notice that
Perlofff is unfair to Beckett criticism when she says that it omitted to see that: such an
interpretationn of Watt is widely acknowledged. That Perloff does not account for this
mayy have something to do with the fact that almost all works on Beckett she quotes
aree quite dated, from the 60's and 70's. As such, the book is well suited to Perloff's
argumentt that literature is a Wittgensteinian experiment - that its function is to
"interrogatee the 'bumps' we get from running up against the limits of language."
Anticipatingg the argument to come, one might ask at this place, in what way is this
differentt from Derrida's interrogating the works that "make the limits of our language
tremble?" "

2299

Stanley Cavell, A Pitch of Philosophy (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1996), 62-63.
Ludwig Wittgenstein, Culture and Value (Oxford, etc.: Blackwell, 1998), 48: "Someone is imprisoned^ a room
iff the door is unlocked, opens inwards; but it doesn't occur to him to pull, rather than push against it."
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Too make her case strong against the "various deconstructionists,"231 Perloff
focuses,, at least in Beckett's case, upon the idea of "context deficiency" (which, as
wee shall see, seems to be more motivated by the debate around Derrida's Limited
IncInc and, more generally, speech-act theory than by Wittgenstein himself). According
too her interpretation, the crisis of language to which Watt bears witness is caused by
nott knowing how to assign the right context to words that are, precisely, "cut-out"
fromm their contexts. What does it mean, she asks, that Watt, the character of
Beckett'ss novel, is supposed to feed the remains of the meal to the dog if there is no
dogg on the premises?232 Perloff takes this to illustrate the idea that the meaning of the
wordss we use is context-dependent (taking for granted that "context dependent" in its
narroww sense is what Wittgenstein means when he says, "the meaning of a word is
itss use in language"233). It is so, because the words do not carry their definitions with
them.. (As Wittgenstein famously points out, the word "cow" isn't always attached to a
picturee of a cow - and even if it were, this wouldn't explain its meaning.) However
true,, this is not helpful in letting us see where Derrida's shortcoming lies. Whereas
thee latter questions the role of context in determining the meaning of words, this does
nott entail that he adheres to the Platonistic view that words must carry their
definitionss with them in order to be meaningful. Rather, he pushes his argument
preciselyy to the opposite extreme: he argues that our words can be meaningful even
whenn entering a context that is totally new for them - or flawed (i.e., as in Watt when
"thee dog," needed for Mr Knott's wish to make sense does not exist). This is precisely
whatt happens in Watt, a whole multiplicity of more or less viable hypotheses ensues
concerningg the nonexistent dog. It does produce certain special effects but it does
nott preclude meaning. Perloff's "Wittgenstein" would perhaps say that the
hypotheses,, together with the dog, are littering an otherwise well-functioning
languagee and should be removed from it. But then, is Watt not a well-functioning
book? ?
Perlofff reads Watt as an interrogation of language issuing from Beckett's
acknowledgedd objective to penetrate behind the veil of words, and ending in the
realizationn that this is impossible. She interprets this desire as equivalent to the

2311

Perloff, "Witt-Watt: The Language of Resistance/ The Resistance of Language," 53.
Perloff, "Witt-Watt: The Language of Resistance/ The Resistance of Language," 117; Samuel Beckett, Watt
(Neww York: Calder, 1998), 87 and further.
333
Perloff understands the determining context as exclusively syntagmatic ("large sequences"), ignoring the
paradigmaticc (i.e., where the "context" of "yellow" is "red" and "blue") context.
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searchh for a steady, ideal meaning of words or an ideal referent (leaving aside the
factt that Beckett does not exclude the possibility that behind words there is merely
"nothingness").. "Words, Beckett suggests, function only in large sequences, and,
evenn then, everything depends on how they are used."234 Perloff presents us with a
clearr opposition between the meaninglessness of single words "cut-out"235 from any
contextss and their meaningfulness in contexts (where these contexts determine their
meanings).. ("Cut-out," a term stemming from the vocabulary of the resistance in
WWIII and a key-term in Perloff's interpretation of Beckett, refers to the use of
utterancess taken out of the contexts to which they originally belonged in order to
conveyy messages that were to remain unreadable to the outsiders.) Aiming again
seeminglyy more at Derrida's engagements with Austin and Searle than pursuing
Wittgenstein'ss way of thinking, Perloff insists that words function only in their proper
context:: "only in large sequences."236 Derrida, on the contrary, argues that words can
bee meaningful with a diminished attachment to any particular context, even in the
absencee of the intentions of the one who produces the words. Iterability accounts for
thee words' remaining meaningful - though not immune to change - across contexts.
Inn Beckett's novel, despite the elusiveness of the intentions of the unfathomable Mr.
Knottt and without any indication of what the "right" conventions might be, there is still
plentyy to provide food for Watt's speculations that are related to us and that are in the
endd summarized with an apparent mathematical precision:237

Solution n

Numberr of Objections

1st t

22

2nd d

33

3rd d

44

4th h

55

Numberr of Solutions Numberr of Objections
44

14 4

33

99

22

55

11

22

Inn the end, Perloff does not convincingly show how her argument is pertinent
too the question in what way the "analytical" approach to literature would be preferable
2344

Perloff, "Witt-Watt: The Language of Resistance/ The Resistance of Language," 140.
Perloff, "Witt-Watt: The Language of Resistance/ The Resistance of Language," 123.
Perloff, "Witt-Watt: The Language of Resistance/ The Resistance of Language," 140.
2377
Beckett, Watt, 95. {Many critics have pointed out that, intentionally or not, the real mathematical precision in
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too the "continental" approach, the only formulated charge against Derrida being that
hiss own discourse seems to be "exempt from aporias of undecidability" and "abounds
inn authoritarian statements."238 Perloff mistakenly associates Derrida with the
normativee theoretical discourse that she blames for sustaining the opposition
betweenn "ordinary" and "literary" discourse, between theory and literature, something
thatt Derrida is far from doing. Moreover, most of the credos upon which she relies to
justifyy her analytic approach - the inseparability of literature and philosophy, the
necessityy of undermining "Grand Theories," the necessity of the work within the field
(inn her formulation "in the trenches") instead of above it, and especially the
understandingg of literature as using passwords, the idea of ethics as "running against
thee boundaries of language," of the ethical urgency of the resistance offered by
(literary)) language - are easily found in Derrida's treatment of literature.
Iff we leave Perloff's insistence on "context deficiency" aside, the remaining
differencess between the "analytical" and "continental" approaches seem to be, first,
thee emphasis, in Wittgenstein, on the "instinctive" or "natural" understanding of
words,, on the "ordinary" (the simple, the everyday: Watt, Perloff tells us, is "a book
aboutt the problematic of language use in the ordinary transmission of information"). A
consequencee of this emphasis is a more specific, second difference, coming to light
inn Perloff's interpretation of literary works: disregarding the canon and introducing
real-lifee situations (war and resistance, for example) instead. Renouncing the
figurativee application of language entails that Perloff must take an important passage
inn Watt about the loss of the hammers in the piano literally and not as symbolizing,
forr example, the loss of language and thus showing a step made by Beckett on his
wayy to silence. More generally, renouncing the figurative understanding of literature
(iff it is possible at all) and disreagarding the canon limit the scope of interpretation of
literaryy texts.
Perlofff fails to make clear in what way these differences should account for the
superiorityy of the "analytic" approach. Also the ethical claim she makes on behalf of
thee language of resistance is perfectly intelligible and legitimate within the framework
off Derrida's thought. Thus, at the end of Watt, the main character receives a "free
pass"" to a "language that resists, (...) that is not (...) 'contiguous to anything else.'"239

Beckett'ss work was often flawed.)
Perloff, "Witt-Watt: The Language of Resistance/ The Resistance of Language," 53-54.
2399
Perloff, "Witt-Watt: The Language of Resistance/The Resistance of Language," 142-143.
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(Strangely,, Perloff associates Watt here with Beckett himself, in a reading that is
symbolic,, not literal.) This contention about Watt's language of resistance is
compatiblee with Derrida's thought if only we read it as a language of high uncertainty,
i.e.,, without the essentialist guarantees. The free pass thus becomes a "licentia
poëtica"" which is the prerogative of literature. Whereas Wittgenstein's disinterest in
literaryy canon is almost proverbial, it is by no means certain that the shaping of the
meaningg of words through their use in what Wittgenstein calls "language-games" is
veryy different from the shaping of the meaning of the words through the progressive,
infinitee sedimentation of the meanings given to them in different contexts that Derrida
describes.. The fact that in this book I often rely on the vocabulary associated with
"continental"" philosophy does therefore not mean that the validity of the claims I
makee should necessarily be limited to that strain of philosophy.

DerridaDerrida and Austin: on the "Non-Serious Uses of Language"
Untill now I have been discussing Derrida's notion of literature by starting from the
notionn of singularity and making a passage to iterability (the necessary serialization
off the singular moment). Now I would like to take iterability as the starting point of the
singular.. The concept of literature that we can construct on the basis of Derrida's
SignatureSignature Event Context*0 (considered by many to be the shortest and most effective
wayy to approach this issue) appears to be focused on iterability. In this essay
"literature"" is coextensive with the general feature of language that Derrida calls
"iterability,"" meaning the ability of language to be iterable across contexts. It is a
featuree of language in general that is, however, more explicit in literary (and what
Austinn called the "non-serious uses") examples than in some other uses of language.
Derridaa therefore argues that we might want to investigate the literary use of
languagee in order to gain insight into iterability. Again we are facing the coexistence
off singularity and iterability: on the one hand, literature - or the "literary use of
language"" - is important to us because it teaches us about iterability, on the other, it
iss also paradoxically the place par excellence where the singular appears. We have
twoo apparently competing definitions of literature: one focused on the singular event

Jacquess Derrida, "Signature, Event, Context," in Limited Inc {Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1988).
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off a literary work, the other emphasizing the iterability of the literary use of language.
Againn it must be concluded that these two aspects - iterability and singularity - do
nott exclude but rather reinforce each other.241
Thee argument about the status of literary language in speech act theory, of
whichh Derrida's Limited Inc2*2 offers an account, was perhaps the most aggravated of
thee recent philosophical disputes that broach the problem of literature. It is important
forr our discussion because the question of the literary hereby made its entrance into
andd subsequent substantial contribution to a discussion that heretofore considered
thee literary as totally irrelevant to its field. It is even possible that Derrida's critical
interestt in the status of the speech act theory in general started with literature (the
firstt longer discussion of the issue was provoked directly by J.L. Austin's exclusion, in
HowHow to Do Things With Words,243 of the fictive and other "non-serious" uses of
languagee from his theory). In his endeavor to account for the conditions of successful
("felicitous")) speech acts as the combination of sets of intentions and conventions
thatt would together form the context of any given utterance, Austin noted that there
aree cases his theory does not cover. Those are the cases where we do still do
somethingg with words but without satisfying the conditions Austin stipulated for
"ordinary"" speech acts. Austin qualified these as the "non-serious" uses of language
andd decided to limit his investigation to the "serious" ones.
Anyonee as interested in literature as Derrida is could see at least two problems
withh this exclusion. The first is possibly of minor importance and addresses our
intuitionss about literature: assuming that what Austin presented was a general theory
off speech acts, in other words a theory that pretends not to lose any of its validity by
excludingg the literary use of language, at stake is a judgment of value about what we
cann learn from the literary use of language. What Austin's exclusion says is that the
casess of "non-serious" uses of language are not of essential importance to our
knowingg how language functions. More important is the second problem (again on
thee assumption that Austin's is to be read as a general theory of speech acts): the
theoryy assumes that a distinction between serious and "non-serious" uses of

2411
Or rather (if the term "aporia" has any meaning in Derrida's work), iterability and singularity simultaneously
excludee and presuppose each other.
242
Derrida,, Limited Inc. The book, that records the discussion, consists of Derrida's critique of speech act theory
(ann article from 1971 entitled "Signature, Event, Context"); the response to it by the prominent speech act theorist
Johnn Searle (albeit in the form of summary -- since Searle did not wish to contribute to the abortive enterprise into
whichh he thought the discussion had degenerated) and of Derrida's response to it in turn.
2433
J.L. Austin, How to do things with words (Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 1965).
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languagee is fundamental to language. But should this distinction not be primordial the
wholee theory is in question. And it cannot be precluded that the non-serious uses of
languagee might differ from other uses on grounds other than essentially linguistic
oness (for example it might reflect the needs or interests for which we employ
languagee and not the nature of language itself).
AA possible conclusion, and this indeed seems to be Derrida's conclusion, is
thatt the theory itself is somehow at fault. Since it is in the treatment of context (the
conventionss and intentions accompanying the utterance) that Austin cannot account
forr the literary use of language, it is likely that this is the weak point of the theory.
Contraryy to Austin, who excluded the "non-serious" uses of language on the grounds
thatt they either openly violate any context or are simply indifferent to it, Derrida
stipulatess that either the possibility of the "non-serious" precedes the serious or at
leastt they are equiprimordial (and thus in any case that the "non serious" is not
derivativee with respect to the serious).
Ass a result context no longer appears to us as the sole universal criterion for a
communicativee action's being successful. (Derrida does not deny that intentions and
conventionss play a role in communication but only that they are capable of
determiningg the communication in the absolute sense. And since they do not account
forr the non-serious uses of language he postulates to give more attention to those
uses,, insisting that precisely they have something essential to teach us about the
naturee of linguistic phenomena, something that is missing from Austin's theory.) At
thatt point the "force" of iterability overrides the importance of the context: "a written
signn carries with it a force that breaks with its context."244 To get into the right context
iss no longer a sufficient condition of meaning (where "meaningful" is understood as a
speechh act's being "felicitous"). We can clarify it in terms of validity: both for Austin
andd for Derrida at stake is what makes a speech act a valid one. Whereas in Austin
thee power of confirming validity is delegated to the context (if the context is right the
givenn speech act becomes a valid - i.e., felicitous ~ example of itself), in Derrida the
singularr produces its own validity by being iterable. By being iterable across contexts
(butt independently of any particular context) the singular speech act becomes
exemplary,, i.e., it becomes a valid example of its possible iterations. Which is
equivalentt to its being a valid example of itself. Any speech act, serious or non2444

Derrida, "Signature, Event, Context," 9. "[U]n signe écrit comporte une force de rupture avec son contexte."
"Signaturee evenement contexte," in Jacques Derrida, Marges de la philosophie (Paris: Minuit, 1972), 377.
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serious,, confers its validity on itself in virtue of its ability to iterate itself across
differentt contexts. Whereas for Austin the context provides the rule for the validity of
thee speech act, for Derrida the singular itself (its iterability) produces its own rule.
Thiss is not to say that the singular is absolutely independent of context.
Rather,, it never belongs to any context absolutely, but only in part, in virtue of its
originall difference. Whereas Austin presents successful utterances as fitting perfectly
intoo the predestined "slots" of appropriate contexts, Derrida argues that they fit much
lesss perfectly, always only provisionally - and that this is sufficient. A corollary is that
theree is no hierarchy of contexts. Any context, not necessarily a "serious" one, will do.
Whatt the literary use of language teaches us better than any other use is that words
cann be meaningful even with a much lesser degree of rigid attachment to a context
thann the speech act theory would have it. It is possible for literature to be meaningful
evenn in absence of what we would consider to belong to its context: the intentions of
thee one who produces it, or the specified set of conventions required by the given
situation. .
Wordss can also be meaningful in literature with a lesser attachment to the
narrowlyy understood "ordinary meaning" than speech act theory in Perloff's
interpretationn would have it. (From within the "analytic" tradition Donald Davidson
givess a clear and coherent account of such a possibility.245 ) !n an earlier paper,
Derridaa describes the paradoxical (in)stability of the sign in the following way:

thee identity of the mark is also its difference and its differential relation,
varyingg each time according to context, to the network of other marks.
Thee ideal iterability that forms the structure of all marks is that which
undoubtedlyy allows them to be released from any context, to be freed
fromm all determined bonds to its origin, its meaning, or its referent, to
emigratee in order to play elsewhere, in whole or in part, another role. I
sayy "in whole or in part" because by means of this essential
insignificancee the ideality or ideal identity of each mark (which is only a
differentiall function without an ontological basis) can continue to divide
itselff and to give rise to the proliferation of other ideal identities.246
2455
Donald Davidson, "A Nice Derangement of Epitaphs," in Philosophical Grounds of Rationality, ed. Richard
Grandyy (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), 157 and further.
2466
Jacques Derrida, "My Chances/ Mes Chances: A Rendezvous with Some Epicurean Stereophonies," in Taking
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Thee mark, in its movement across contexts, moves "in whole or in part." When a
freshlyy coined metaphor sends us back to its antecedents in the (narrowly
understood)) "ordinary meaning," often what we are referred to, or what we are able to
recoverr is also "a whole or a part." It is this condition of the mark that makes possible
thee detours of (literary) language. If one part is hidden from us (for example the
"ordinaryy meaning"), this does not necessarily prevent us from grasping a meaning.
Anotherr part, within an immense filiation of the sign, can stand in its place.
Accordingg to Derrida, "iterability," which he defines as the "necessary
possibilityy that any meaningful item of language will remain meaningful through its
repetitionn across contexts" is a much more fundamental condition for the
meaningfulnesss of language. This means first of all that language is possible only if
signss can move freely (even though not unchanged) without becoming meaningless
acrosss contexts. Secondly, it means that iterability is a condition of meaning (and,
sincee iterability confers the interpretive component without which we would not be
ablee to experience something as something it is also the condition of all experience).
Inn case we might have been tempted to think that (since iterability is a "structural
possibility")) the law of iterability does not necessarily exclude the possibility of
exceptional,, singular cases that would not obey it, Derrida helps us out of this
illusion.. In his own words, "the iterability of an element divides its own identity a
priori';priori'; what "seems to have occurred only once ... is in itself divided and multiplied in
advancee by its structure of repeatability."247 Yet this would not necessarily have to
entaill that, as the result of an identical repetition, "everything is the same." Iteration
(thee word is derived from iter, i.e., "other") brings alterity, change.
Onee might expect that once Derrida had demonstrated the workings of
iterabilityy - of which a corollary is that nothing can be absolutely singular - the notion
off singularity would therewith be rendered superfluous. Yet the singular remains,
evenn in a text that insists on the logic of iterability as much as Limited Inc does, even
thoughh the use of this term there might be called incidental. (Cf. for example the
"singular"" "chain" of argumentative "points" [44]). In particular Derrida's texts dealing
withh literature abound in singular others, decisions, texts and events. This is

Chances:Chances: Derrida, Psychoanalysis and Literature, ed. Smith/ Kerrigan (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University
Press,, 1984), 16.
Derrida, Limited Inc, 53, 48.
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consistentt with Derrida's understanding literature as the set of works that gather a
multiplicityy of singularities in their own singular event.
Att an earlier stage I suggested that in the case of literature, iterability and
singularityy are correlates of each other. I hope to have made clear since then that the
gatheringg force of the singular resides precisely in its iterability. What the singular
gatherss are the products of its iterability, its iterations, of which it is always one. The
hyper-totalizingg force resides in the singular that treats everything else as its own
iterations.. In a sense the singular gathers nothing else but itself. It is important to
notee that the status of the gathering singular is equal to that of any of its iterations:
eachh of them can gather equally well and none of them can gather absolutely. If,
followingg Derrida, we call that which effectively gathers the multiplicity of a text "a
signature",, each element of a text can function as such: when reading the texts of
Pongee Derrida finds Ponge's signatures everywhere ("sponge" and "pine" are
examples).248 8
Literaturee is here in focus because unlike in the cases of "serious" uses of
languagee studied by Austin {the "I do" of a marriage ceremony, for example), each
workk of literature must produce its own singular claim to validity. It is not sufficient for
aa work of literature to place itself in the right context. Whether the author meant it or
whetherr it fulfilled certain conventions says nothing about the "felicitousness" of a
literaryy work. According to Derrida the criterion here would rather be the singular
works'' gathering potential that at the same involves the production of a law.
Thee gathering signature is the exemplification of the singular par excellence:
whenn Derrida speaks in Shibboleth, of the gathering potential of dates ("Several
singularr events can concentrate in the same date"), we must keep in mind that he
alsoo says "the date is always a type of a signature."249 In gathering, by a mise-enabyme,abyme, the signature produces and questions its own law. In the encompassing
structuree of this figure, the gathering text puts the entire work into its own mise en
abyme,abyme, just as much as it inserts itself in that work. This double sefl-absorption of the
workk and the figure is the reason why Derrida, as I argued in the previous chapter,
considerss the figure of the mise en abyme a case of flawed self-reflection, an
instancee of the self-undermining law. And this is where he locates the possibility of

2488

Derrida, Signéponge/Signsponge, 30/31, 64/65.
Derrida, "The Deaths of Roland Barthes," 291/300. In other words the significance of a date is 'testimonial': a
datee is put down by its witness who says "I was there."
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critique.. Thereby gathering and the law, the economical and the juridical turn out to
bee in fact two facets of the same coin. The production of archives (the gathering of
thee singular) is coextensive with the production of the law. Iterability is coextensive
withh self-reflection (albeit always partial, always flawed, where mise-en-abyme
becomess mise-en-abïmé). Where the mirror is, is representation: iterability is selfrepresentationn (not in the mimetic sense that presupposes the original and the copy
butt at another level, "before" this distinction and hence "before" mimesis). The
iterablee singular is always already in its original difference a mise- and contre-abyme.
Itt contains its own iterations and it is one of them.
Thee oscillation between singularity and iterability, that we were witnessing in
thee "Deaths of Roland Barthes," results in something that we might call the
"stretching"" of a point into a line, or stretching of the unique into a rule. In this text,
dealingg with the opposition studium/punctum in the texts of Roland Barthes, the
punctumpunctum is read as a singularity. At first, the punctum seems to indicate a unique
"detail,"" a single point in a larger configuration - temporal (a "punctual decision ... in a
[camera's]] click"), or spatial (the "referential"). But very soon the "point of singularity"
iss represented as "becoming a line" of a series. The word "punctual" renders this
ambiguityy quite well: it refers to the properties of a point but it also denotes a regular
occurrence.. The point produces a line that can be contracted back to it. Barthes' life
cann be contracted back to such a single point - and stretched again into a "terrifying
andd endless series" of "solemn moments, orienting tombs."250

Beckett'sBeckett's Singular Language Game
II have retraced Derrida's discussion with Austin at considerable length as a response
too Perloff's one-sided treatment of the "continental - analytic" debate, but also in
orderr to show that the serialization of the singular as described by Derrida is not just
aa motif at work in literature (or in Barthes' project of mathesis singularis). Rather,
throughoutt the descriptions of the singular that serializes itself, Derrida presents the
iterabilityy (or citationality) that rules this serialization as a general condition of
meaning.. Iterability underlies (and hence is prior to, and must be presupposed by)
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Austin'ss theory of successful performatives. I hope also to have made clear that the
fictive,, non-serious, and thereby the literary, gains in Derrida a place that is somehow
privilegedd in the process of the constitution of meaning - as opposed to Austin's
theoryy of language wherein those cases are put aside as less relevant. It is namely in
thosee uses of language that we can see iterability as overriding in importance the
Austiniann criteria for an utterance's being successful (i.e., the intentions of the
speakerr and the generally accepted set of conventions).
Inn his article "What did Derrida want of Austin," later reworked into the second
chapterr of A Pitch of Philosophy,25^ Stanley Cavell confesses that he was
disappointedd with Derrida's treatment of ordinary language philosophy in both Of

GrammatologyGrammatology and in "Signature Event Context." Coming from a former stud
Austin,, and one of the few sympathetic readers of Derrida on the side of ordinary
languagee philosophy, Cavell's critique must be taken with the seriousness it
deserves.. At the same time, it is worth keeping in mind that since, as Cavell puts it,
Wittgensteinn sees metaphysics as a consequence of ordinary language and Derrida
seess ordinary language as a product of writing, Cavell does not see a common
denominatorr under which those projects could be brought. The point of Cavell's
critiquee is not merely that Derrida fails to acknowledge sufficiently the originality of
ordinaryy language philosophy. Briefly, as Cavell sees it, the stakes between Derrida
andd Austin are ethical.252 If both Austin and Derrida start from similar premises,
namelyy that there is no ground or founding principle that would guarantee the
meaningss in our languages and that would thereby release us from skepticism, still
thee next steps that they take are very different. Whereas Austin privileges voice with
respectt to writing, Derrida, to the contrary, privileges writing with respect to voice. In
doingg this, Austin attempts to lessen the distance between the utterance and the one
whoo utters it, "tethering" the one who speaks to his words and to his responsibility:
"our"our word is our bond."253 For Cavell the ethical consequences of this gesture, i.e.,
makingg us responsible for our words irrespective of whether we pronounced them

intentionallyintentionally or not (Cavell reminds us that this is Austin's answer to the wor
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utteredd by Eurypides' Hyppolytus: "my lips swore but my heart did not"254) are
sufficientt to warrant its necessity. "[T]he price of having once spoken (...) is to have
spokenn forever, to have entered the arena of the inexcusable."255 Cavell seems
therebyy to imply that Derrida's thought, increasing the distance between the written
wordd and its author does not offer an answer to the type of a situation in which
Hyppolytuss finds himself (it is this situation, and not literature, that for Cavell
exemplifiess what Austin refers to by the expression "non-serious uses of language").
Andd he is right, to the extent that Derrida's thought presents us with no ethical
solutionss (nor does Austin at another place, in his "Plea for Excuses," as Cavell
acknowledges).2566 Neither does literature, at least literature as conceived by Derrida.
Too treat literature as presenting us merely with representations of moral problems to
bee solved - in other words as inviting us to exercise and sharpen our moral
judgement,, our ability to discern - is to read it in a manner that is either Platonic
(didactic)) or Aristotelian (therapeutic). This inevitably makes literature subservient to
ethicss and means that we part with the idea that a literary work can "produce its own
truth"2577 (as Alain Badiou puts it) or that it is capable of pursuing its own singular
universalityy as a work of art (as Derrida might put it).
Anotherr aspect of Cavell's critique is that Derrida misunderstood Austin in
readingg the latter as opposing ordinary to literary language. The opposition Austin
hass in mind, Cavell says, is between the ordinary and the metaphysical, not between
thee ordinary and the literary. Cavell is here faithful to Wittgenstein who, even though
acknowledgingg that literature ("poetry") is a different game from the game of giving
information,2588 insists nevertheless that as a game, literature is a case of ordinary
language.. Whether Derrida's views can be reconciled withh this interpretation depends
onn how we understand the word "ordinary." But to presuppose, as Cavell does here,
thatt it would be possible for us to know the indisputable essence of Austin's
argumentt (i.e, the opposition between the ordinary and the metaphysical, and not
betweenn the serious and non-serious) and thereby exclude Derrida's alternative
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readingg is to ignore that not only Derrida but also Wittgenstein and Austin himself
arguedd against essentialism of meaning.
Incidentally,, one might wonder whether language like, for example, that used
byy Joyce in Finnegans Wake could still be called ordinary or "natural" without
stretchingg the explanatory detour that this would necessitate to monstrous
proportions.. It would be easier to believe that it could were the critics to come up with
ann ordinary-language-interpretation of that language:
Hark! !
Tolvv two elf kater ten (it can't be) sax.
Hork! !
Pedwarr pemp foify tray (it must be) twelve.
Andd low stole o'er the stillness the heartbeats of sleep259

Butt what would it mean for those words to be brought "back ... [to] the languagegame,, which is its original home"?260
Transportingg Wittgenstein's words from their original context of the
essential/ordinaryy distinction to Derrida's abnormal/ordinary distinction, we might ask:
doess the fact that some of the above words might never find a (legitimate) way to
theirr "original home" mean that they have no right to be used? "The concept of the
'ordinary,'' thus of 'ordinary language' is clearly marked by this exclusion" (of the

"abnormal,"abnormal, parasitic" etc.).261 Derrida's defense of the abnormal and parasitic is n
equivalentt to the defense of the metaphysical - on the contrary, on Derrida's reading
itt is Austin's "ordinary" that is complicit with the metaphysical.
Obviously,, for a philosopher who is primarily interested in the "ordinary," or
"natural"" in the narrow sense, literature must belong to this sphere in order to be
relevantt at all. In other words, a privilege will be granted to the reading that requires
thee shortest possible interpretative detour. This interpretative detour shortened to a
minimumm will simulate the preservation of "literality" of meaning in exactly the same
wayy as in Derrida's reading of Husserl, for whom "the voice simulates the
conservationn of presence" (and we know that "presence" stands for "ideality of
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meaning,"" hence for what might be interpreted an essentialist gesture).262 In other
words,, the shortening of the interpretative detour favored by ordinary language
philosophyy partakes in the same metaphysical structure as the one Derrida discerns
inn Husserl.
Thee role of literature in this framework is to serve as a reservoir of exemplary
utterancess and situations - exemplary for either the failure or success of ordinary
language.. Cavell's readings of literature tend to emphasize the "literal," "natural" or
"ordinary"" meanings of language and certain works by Beckett lend themselves
perfectlyy to such purposes. One of Cavell's first attempts in this direction was a
readingg of Beckett's Endgame, published in Must We Mean What We Say? In this
essayy Cavell presents Beckett's language to us as "imitat(ing) (...) the qualities of
ordinaryy conversation among people whose world is shared." Cavell, emphasizing
thee "hidden literality" 263 of Beckett's language was among the first to observe
Beckett'ss ability to exploit the banal, the everyday. This literalizing and banalizing of
languagee in Beckett serves on Cavell's reading a quietist purpose: the ultimate
objectivee is to cease to mean.
True,, Cavell is an unorthodox and open-minded reader of Wittgenstein. Thus,
accordingg to Cavell, Wittgenstein's criteria do not function as rules. Rather, our
mutuall understanding is governed by what Cavell calls our "attunement to forms of
life."" Throughout our lives we are continually "initiated" into different forms of life that,
precisely,, cannot be formulated as rules. Yet, he does make a distinction between
thee "legitimate" and non-legitimate projections we can make in our language,264 as
welll as between the "natural" and "unnatural" ones (the latter ones being the origin of
metaphors).. A child learning the word "pumpkin," for example, might acquire some
irrelevantt associations when learning the word (due to the word's superficial similarity
too "Mr. Popkin" or "pumps"). Cavell grants that some of those irrelevant associations
willl never get totally discarded even though we might presume that the child will later
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discoverr them to be illegitimate. If I understand him correctly, Cavell seems to
acknowledgee here that what will count as "legitimate" is something that is "sorted
out,"" selected from the illegitimate.
Ass I have shown in my discussion of "Signature Event Context" above, Derrida
defendss what was here called "the illegitimate" and "the unnatural" (or "abnormal,
parasitic")) because they show us the working of iterability as a primordial condition of
meaning.. Already for this reason alone, his literary examples must be different from
thosee used by ordinary language philosophy. (But then, Wittgenstein speaks of
"familyy resemblance," and not of "legitimate family resemblance" - this is not very
differentt from the "machine of filiation - legitimate or illegitimate, (...) ready to
domesticate,, circumcise, circumvent everything"265 Derrida finds in Joyce.) The link
betweenn Molly's name and perfume in Derrida's reading of Ulysses may be seen as
ratherr specious, similarly the link between perfume and performative ("perfumative").
Thesee "unnatural," far-fetched links are forged by Derrida in full awareness that this is
thee case. Heidegger was perhaps the first to introduce to philosophical discourse
supposedd filiations of words under the cover of pseudo-etymology. Derrida does the
same,, albeit in a much more overt fashion, in order to show that language can and
doess function independently of the legislation of the ordinary.266
Itt seems that for ordinary language criticism, the illegitimacy, or "nonseriousness"" of language is primarily the product of a misplacement of context
(Perloff'ss reading of context disorders in Watf67). Literature does no more than
exemplifyy (and explore the strangeness of) ordinary language: for "our word" to be
"ourr bond," our meaning has to be literal. There is consequently no reason to
questionn what literature is, since all it does is provide us with examples of statements
thatt we might just as well encounter in real life. As a subspecies of ordinary
language,, literature is not worth any philosophical investigation of its status as a
separatee institution. The radicality of Derrida's step is to examine the literary
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institutionn as testifying to the general illegitimacy of our language. His choice of Joyce
ass an exemplary author confirms this.
Cavelll argues that a "non-primitive" language (i.e., a language disposing of
generall concepts) arises due to projections that must be legitimate (the validity of
projectionss is "deeply controlled"). For Derrida, they might just as often be
illegitimate,, since the distinction is for him quite artificial. If we read Beckett's work as
ann experiment with ordinary language, the fact that it followed upon Joyce's linguistic
bastardyy might be taken as confirming the view that the "unlaw" comes before the
law,, and the illegitimate before the principle of legitimacy can even be contemplated.
(Att the very least, the second cannot claim any ontological or axiological primacy with
respectt to the first.)
However,, putting all those differences aside, we might also ask whether there
iss not a similarity or a "family resemblance" between (1) what Wittgenstein, Austin
andd Cavell call a "language-game," (2) what Derrida calls the working of iterability
andd (3), what in Beckett might be called "the banal." All three cases are to an extent
aboutt an utterance that falls - "happily" or "unhappily," that is another matter ~ into
thee "predestined grooves" of its own repetition. (The following limerick is reported by
aa critic to have been one of Beckett's favourites: There was a young man who said,
"Damn!/11 suddenly see what I am,/ A creature that moves/ In predestined grooves,/
Inn fact not a bus but a tram."268) Is there a difference between the singular event that
mustt serialize itself and produce its own law (Derrida) and the exploiting of the
commonplacee that is a product of an endless and already legitimate repetition
(Beckett)?? To be interested in the singular event means to explore the possibility of
thee derailment of an utterance that nevertheless, in an unpredictable and
unaccountablee fashion would become a success.269 Would we say that a languagegamee does not allow for such a derailment and therefore has a non-eventful
character?? One would be tempted to think so, since the events that will be seen as
relevantt in the context of a given game can only be those that are seen (even if only
aprèsaprès coup) as conforming to its rules. On the other hand, it only makes sense to
speakk of a literary work in terms of an event (i.e., to an extent, a "revolutionary
2666
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instant")) if it can be seen as an illegitimate projection, one that sets up its own,
singularr "game." A work becomes an event if it changes things in an unpredictable
way.. We do need what Cavell callss "attunement" for this, and we do need "legitimacy"
--- but not in any manner that already exists.270
Itt is certainly possible to read Beckett as an ordinary language writer and in
thiss way to account for Derrida's inability to comment on him. Beckett has been
repeatedlyy seen as an author who exploits the commonplace and the banal (the
playss Happy Days and All that Fall can even be said to consist of that) -- and the
banall does not gather. What we call banal has been used up so exhaustively that all
itt conveys is the light emptiness of the trite. If Beckett was indeed an ordinary
languagee writer, his work has been seriously neglected (except by Perloff and Cavell)
andd its proper appraisal is only yet to come.
Onn the other hand, Beckett's work did arrive as an event - as many thinkers
weree prepared to acknowledge. Perhaps we can speak of the singularity of the
commonplace?? If so, this would be due to the fact that the ordinariness of that work is
nott its main purpose but its material. This is why its ordinariness is so striking. Taking
phrasess out of that work as if it were just another case of ordinary language in use
willl not say much about the reasons for its success. It still says nothing about why the
ordinarinesss of phrases strikes us so much in Beckett when in real life or in a bad
novell we would not pay attention to them. It will still not, then, tell us what kind of
gamee is being played. In the next chapter, Deleuze well be shown to provide us with
thee hint of an answer: the game played is an exhaustingg one.
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